
“Little did I know when I put on my first pair of ballet slippers that it would 
mold my future career in fashion.”    Hollie Mae Schultz 

CENTER STAGE

Thinking on my feet began at age 3, as a trained dancer. Unfortunately, the dance industry was quite 
particular about placing a 5’11” dancer, but the modeling industry embraced my height. I was lucky 
enough to travel nationally, pursuing both careers, and even earned a dance degree at the University of 
Arizona. In college, I began creating visual displays for storefronts and windows. It was then that I found 
my true passion. 

PERFECT BALANCE

What I discovered is the connection among ballet, modeling and styling. Years of perfecting ballet 
positions in the studio mirror gave me an understanding of how to manipulate the body on camera. 
From both modeling and dance, I know tricks to slim down or lengthen the body. I can hide a flaw or 
accent a characteristic with ease. Producers and art directors repeatedly book me because they know 
I can wear many hats, from coordinating castings to recommending talent. I enjoy working with men, 
women, children and even animals. I also specialize in styling plus size and maternity.    

RAISING THE BARRE

I take styling to new heights, directly influencing projects from start to finish—without stepping 
on toes. I arrive on set early to go over details and prep the talent. I remain on set throughout the 
shoot, working with the photographer and coaching the talent. I take direction and inspiration from art 
directors and bring new ideas to the table when needed. I’ll even go over final images with retouchers to 
specify any additional editing.  

GRAND JETÉ

Take the leap. Call or email me today for more information or a quote. 
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